
Sculpture? 

YOUNG ART ISTS

WHAT IS  

Balancing
materials



This is sculpture  by Alexander Calder. He was an American sculptor
who made kinetic sculptures. This meant that a lot of his sculptures

were made to move. He made mobiles that hung from the ceiling and
loved music, dancing and the circus!

 
What do you notice? 
What do you like? 

What does it make you wonder?
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https://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-modern/exhibition/alexander-calder-
performing-sculpture/kids-and-families-alexander

 Tate , Alexander Calder, 



In your box you should find:

Card and Paper
Pipe Cleaners
wire
Paper clips

CHECK OUT THE

RESOURCES BOX

Making a balancing
sculpture

 

 
Find some shape that you like here and
draw around them. Keep them really
simple. 
Now you have some abstract shapes. 

First we're going to think about
abstracting images. Lets find
shapes in the picture and think
about what stands out for us.

EXPER IMENT

When a picture, real or imagines becomes
abstracted we take pieces of it and make
them simple. 

You are going to need :
A space where you can work.

PREPARE IN  ADVANCE
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Not this kind!!

PLANNING YOUR MOBILE
Now plan these shapes as a balance mobile. First we will twist the pipe cleaners
and wires together. 

Join the shapes onto the wires with the paper clips. 



Now let's use pattern to show an element of the object... if this was a lion it might have
some marks on it that are' tooth like.'

Or if its a beach ball it may have some shapes on it. Abstractions are like clues to what
the object is. 



These shapes are collages by Henri Matisse. Could you join peices, of different
shapes together to make a 3d version of his collages. Join them using pritstick
and make it stand up in a 3d shape. 

It could be tall or it could be rounded.

Henri Mattisse 
Cut Outs

 

"La tristesse du roi", Henri Matisse, 1952. Centre Pompidou, Paris.


